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The Limits of Epistemology: Rudolf Carnap Confronts Skepticisim Michael Weisberg Stanford University [email protected]



draft of June 20, 2000 Early in the last century, Rudolf Carnap offered a bold solution, or possibly dissolution, to the problem of skepticism. With characteristic directness he declared the problem of skepticism to be a pseudo-problem, a dispute that was quite meaningless and unscientific. Many philosophers treat Carnap’s conclusion as an amusing, possibly even endearing, historical blip. This, I hope to show, is a mistake. Regardless of how successful Carnap’s project was, his analyses probe deeply into the foundations of epistemology and metaphysics. He raises fundamental questions that need to be answered whether we are skeptics or not. One philosopher who appreciates the depths of Carnap’s project is Barry Stroud. A whole chapter of The Significance of Philosophical Skepticism is devoted to Carnap. While Stroud takes Carnap seriously, he concludes that Carnap’s solution to the problem of skepticism fails because it is either question begging or else it ultimately succumbs to skepticism. In this paper, I shall use Stroud’s criticisms as a springboard for an exploration and reconstruction of Carnap’s position. I shall argue that Carnap has the resources to meet Stroud’s objections and that regardless of our ultimate assessment of the solution, Carnap sheds enormous conceptual light on the problem of skepticism. His arguments teach us about the limits of epistemology, leading us toward more positive epistemic projects.
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Introduction: Stroud’s Critique



Let us begin by considering Stroud’s discussion of Carnap. Stroud is generally complementary toward Carnap’s arguments. In fact, he thinks that Carnap has discovered something absolutely essential about knowledge, something that the ordinary language philosophers (Carnap’s contemporaries) were completely ignorant of. Stroud writes: “[Carnap] makes that discovery by following the traditional philosopher’s argument and seeing that for him no possible experience could make a belief in the existence of the external world any more warranted than a belief in its non-existence.” (SPS 179) Even as Stroud admires this observation, he claims that it is what ultimately undermines Carnap’s argument against the skeptic. When we put Carnap’s discovery together with the verification principle, claims Stroud, we arrive at the argument against the skeptic. Stroud reconstructs the argument as follows1 : 1. All possible experience is equally compatible with the existence or nonexistence of the external world. (Carnap’s discovery) 2. Only statements that can be confirmed or disconfirmed by experience are meaningful. (Verification Principle) 3. Therefore, the distinction between the existence and non-existence of the external world is meaningless. 4. Therefore, skepticism about the external world is meaningless. Like any deductive argument, if one has reason to reject the conclusion, then one has reason to question the premises. Stroud suggests we do just this—“for anyone who finds the skeptical argument at all persuasive its very persuasiveness provides just as strong an argument against accepting the verifiability principle as that principle can provide against the meaningfulness of the skeptical conclusion.” (SPS 205) So we reach a standoff. The skeptic rejects the principle of verifiability, vindicating skepticism. The verificationist rejects skepticism using the principle of verifiability. And there seems to be no way to adjudicate the dispute. 1



There is nothing in the text of SPS that counts as a formal reconstruction. This, however, seems to capture most of the discussion in the last pages of chapter V. Importantly, the internal/external distinction does not figure into the reconstruction.
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Although Stroud’s arguments are compelling, I think he is interpreting Carnap ungenerously. Carnap has a more powerful and less blunt argument against the skeptic, which uses the internal/external distinction. Stroud does mention this account, but basically ignores it, perhaps due to the relationship between verificationism and the internal/external distinction. Since he thinks that making the distinction coherent requires the principle of verifiability, he views the more powerful argument as a mere variant of the one he has given. In what follows, I hope to show that there are several alternative formulations of the internal/external distinction that do not require appeals to verificationism. Before turning to this, let us reconstruct Carnap’s best argument against the skeptic.
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Carnap’s Argument Against the Skeptic



As Carnap takes skepticism about the external world to be a pseudo-problem, he published no detailed discussion on the subject. “Empiricism, Semantics, and Ontology,” however, is taken to present the resources for an argument against skepticism. Specifically, it is an argument that the problem of skepticism is meaningless and cannot even arise in any cognitively significant way. A more direct, but less well-known treatment of the problem can be found in Carnap’s short text Psudoproblems in Philosophy. Extremely important interpretive clues about his argument are also found in The Logical Syntax of Language and his autobiography. As the ESO discussion is the most famous and the focus of most critical discussions, I shall use this to reconstruct Carnap’s argument against skepticism. The other sources will be used as I discuss possible interpretations of the details of Carnap’s claims. Carnap’s argument against skepticism begins by making the internal/external distinction. Traditional metaphysical discussions, he argues, can be decomposed into arguments about two distinct kinds of questions. Consider, for example, questions about the existence of numbers and the existence of electrons. These questions can be understood in two ways. First, we can understand the question from within the framework of mathematical Physics. By this I mean that we should adopt the theoretical language of Physics and pose our questions carefully from the point of view of its consequences for the theory. Do numbers exist in the theory? Yes. Built into the theoretical structure (perhaps into the axioms of a rational reconstruction) of Physics is the concept of number, which can represent various magnitudes 3



and quantities. Do electrons exist? Again the answer is yes, but the reason is a bit more complicated. This time we have to appeal to the content of our experience and the role that electrons play in our theory. Claiming that electrons exist consists in making a claim about how certain empirical results are correlated to a particular syntactic aspect of our physical theory. By syntactic aspect, I simply mean that there is something posited which has certain formal structural relations to other aspects of the theory. These questions are what Carnap calls “internal questions” for they are internal to a particular theoretical/linguistic framework. While Carnap claims that internal questions cover the entire set of properly scientific questions, there is another class of questions that often tempt Philosophers, the so-called external questions. External questions attempt to go “beyond” the answers to internal questions. Asking about the existence of numbers as an external question, for example, amounts to asking whether numbers exist, independently of any linguistic framework. Such questions are familiar from traditional metaphysical discussions. Since on the Carnapian view, the meaning of a word can only be determined from within the linguistic framework, external questions literally make no sense. Hence in many of his works, Carnap calls external questions meaningless. In later years, after recognizing the pejorative and misleading connotations of the term, he referred to such questions as non-cognitive. A certain amount of ambiguity plagues the meaning of “external to a linguistic framework.” I interpret the claim to be semantic and epistemological, not metaphysical. We cannot ask independently of a linguistic framework whether a certain object exists. This limits certain kinds of philosophical and scientific inquiry. I don’t think the claim is about objects existing independently of a framework. The second question is about the ontological status of objects. Endorsing the second principle amounts to endorsing some kind of relativized ontology. Interpreting Rudolf Carnap as an ontological relativist is, to put in mildly, strangely perverse. Carnap, of course, implores us to remain agnostic about the ultimate metaphysical status of objects. Although at this stage I am only sketching Carnap’s view, it would be a bit misleading to end the discussion about external questions here. There is a way to interpret the metaphysician’s question in a way that is not entirely devoid of content for Carnap. He regards external questions as questions about which framework should be adopted. (ESO 208 ) Carnap accepts this as a legitimate question in the sense that there is a choice in such matters. He simply claims that the only way to settle the issue is on pragmatic grounds. 4



Or putting it slightly differently, the choice between linguistic frameworks cannot be decided in any systematic, scientific way. The choice can, however, take into account various pragmatic aspects of our ordinary and scientific practices. With the basic internal/external distinction in place, it is easy to see how Carnap’s alleged solution to the problem of skepticism is supposed to work. Although skepticism is not explicitly addressed in ESO, we know from other sources that he follows his usual strategy for dealing with metaphysical problems. The question ‘Is it possible for us to have any knowledge of the external world?’ is decomposed into internal and external components. The internal question involves our ability to coordinate the data of experience with the syntactic structure of our linguistic framework. In the case of purely logical languages, this is a question answerable completely internally. For our more general scientific and everyday languages, we have to appeal to experience as well as our language. Showing that sodium exists involves investigating the language of Chemistry and relevant experiential data. Showing that everyday objects exist requires us to investigate the structure of our “thing language” and the relevant experiences. Insofar as our skepticism is of this internal variety, Carnap regards such investigation as both healthy and necessary for the continued functioning of science. The second component of the skeptical query is the external question. Here we ask if we can REALLY know that things exist. In other words, can we know that things (chunks of sodium or ordinary medium sized dry goods) exist independent of our linguistic frameworks. This, of course, is the traditional problem of skepticism. Carnap has a relatively straightforward answer to the skeptic: “To be real in the scientific sense means to be an element of the system; hence this concept cannot be meaningfully applied to the system itself.” (ESO 207) In other words, it is meaningless to make claims about objects independent of linguistic frameworks. Carnap would see this as analogous to asking questions about the absolute ontological status of ‘first base’ independently of the game of baseball. Accusing a question of being “meaningless” is not Carnap’s last word on external questions, as we have seen before. Carnap allows that some kinds of pragmatic criteria can be used in choosing a linguistic framework. In fact, he even gestures toward the attractive view that the acceptance of our ordinary language of things is part of a long historical process. However, insofar as the skeptic poses the external question from the comfort of her armchair, Carnap will reply that “Unless and until they supply a clear cognitive interpretation, 5



we are justified in our suspicion that their question is a pseudo-question, that is, one disguised in the form of a theoretical question while in fact it is non-theoretical ” (ESO 209) In summary then, Carnap’s “solution” to the problem of skepticism is really a deflationary one. Unlike the deflationary accounts of Ordinary Language Philosophy, however, his account gives us a diagnosis of both why we are drawn to skepticism and why our gravitating in this direction is problematic. It shows us how to transform the doubts raised by skepticism into disputes for which progress can be made. Before discussing these issues and assessing the account as a whole, however, I want to turn to some interpretative points. Many criticisms of Carnap’s account have focused on problems with his label of ‘meaningless’ the distinction between internal and external questions, and the criteria by which we choose to adopt linguistic frameworks. Throughout his career, Carnap developed considerable conceptual resources useful for clarifying these issues. Since most critics have fixated on ESO exclusively, it will be illuminating to consider these resources to develop a more nuanced interpretation of the argument.
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Meaningfulness and Cognitive Significance



We begin with the issue of meaningfulness. Calling philosophical propositions meaningless is usually very antagonistic; it amounts to using fighting words. Some of the less thoughtful critics of Caranap see him as (solely) making this kind of pejorative value judgment. Those who use “positivist” as a kind of academic curse word regard Carnap as merely arguing that philosophers should find something more useful (and more scientific!) to do than chasing their tails worrying about skepticism. This image of an antagonistic stance is bolstered by Carnap’s intimate involvement with the Vienna Circle who is known to have gone through the Tractatus line-by-line declaring each proposition true, false, or meaningless. While there are certainly overtones of this pejorative attitude, a moment’s reflection on the text will show how this is a completely wrongheaded interpretation of the claim that skepticism is a meaningless doctrine. For Carnap, a terms gets its meaning only in virtue of its role within a linguistic framework. “If someone wishes to speak in his language about a new kind of entities [sic], he has to introduce a system of new ways of 6



speaking, subject to new rules; we shall call this procedure the construction of a linguistic framework for the new entities in question.” (ESO 206) Since the skeptical problem as it is traditionally formulated is asked from outside a linguistic framework, it is quite literally meaningless. That which gives a linguistic expression meaning is absent. Thus far from a mere insult, calling an expression meaningless amounts to declaring it literally void of semantic content.2 Having dealt with a superficial worry, let us turn to a more substantial one. Carnap argues that questions about the reality of the external world are meaningless. Yet can we not imagine a state of affairs in which we are systematically deceived about the external world? We can imagine (even if we think that it is false) that we are brains in vats and that the real world does not correspond to our experiences. If we can imagine this state of affairs, then how can it be meaningless? This is a much more interesting worry and in trying to understand Carnap’s response to it, I think that his position comes into sharper focus. One Carnapian answer to this objection, suggested to me by Robert Jones, is to carefully distinguish the sentences uttered from the propositions those utterances express. Carnap would argue that in performing the speech-act of asking an external question (regarding our being brains-in-vats or anything else), we actually utter no proposition at all. The dialectic goes something like this: Carnap sets up an entire linguistic system, carefully demarking the domain of the meaningful. He then asserts that a particular speech-act does not correspond to any meaningful proposition. The skeptic responds skeptically—she perfectly well knows what it means for our knowledge of the external world to be an illusion. Carnap then responds that she has helped herself to a rival philosophy of language; she has not entertained the theory he was trying to articulate. This does seem to be a legitimate Carnapian response. If we take this route, however, we end up in a long dispute about the foundations of linguistics and if/how philosophy of language ought to track our everyday notions. We also leave open the possibility that the skeptic will turn her argument into a reductio against Carnap’s entire project, a route that seems to interest Barry Stroud. Rather than pursue this path, let us consider another, deeper 2



Far be it from me to give necessary and sufficient conditions for using the term “meaningless” in an insulting way. However, I take it that when we say an expression is meaningless as an insult we deny its having any virtues, not its having any semantic content.
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interpretation of the designation ‘meaningful.’ In his autobiography, Carnap expresses regret that in earlier writings he used the term ‘meaningless’ at all. He said that the expression ‘cognitive significance,’ which was adopted by the Logical Empiricists, was the intent of the original expression. There is also evidence in earlier writings, including the Aufbau, that this was always the intent of the expression. Towards the end of the Aufbau in the section entitled “Intuitive Metaphysics” we find the following intriguing passage: That intuitive metaphysics, too, uses words for its exposition should not lead to the opinion that it proceeds within the field of concepts and thus belongs to (rational) science. For, even though we may call conceptual only that which can be expressed through words or other signs, it does not follow that everything that employs words is conceptual. There are spheres of life other than conceptual knowledge in which words are used, for example, in the imposition of will from person to person, in art, in the area of myth, which stands between science and art (and to which intuitive metaphysics perhaps belongs), and in other areas. Words can be considered signs of concepts only if they are defined or at least if they can be defined; more precisely, if they are placed within an experiential constructional system or at least if they can be so placed. (Aufbau 182) This rich passage contains many clues for understanding Carnap’s treatment of traditional philosophical issues. I think it also contains the progenitor of the logical empiricist notion of cognitive significance. Taking intuitive metaphysics to be a stand-in for external questions in general, we get a much deeper conception of what meaninglessness amounts too. When we ask an external question, we are misled by our words into treating doctrines as within the realm of thought and inference when they are not even properly understood as concepts. What is important about this discussion is the switch from purely linguistic criteria to a claim about cognition and conceptualization. The meaninglessness of a metaphysical question is not a matter of us not knowing what our words mean, it is a claim about the kinds of doctrines that can be properly be made objects of scientific (or rational) cognition. If we opt for this kind of interpretation, we are in a much stronger position to respond to skeptics who claim that they know what it means to be brains in vats. Rather than disputing her knowing the meanings 8



of her own statements, Carnap disputes that the very concept of skepticism could properly be made an object of cognition. Motivating Carnap’s dispute, however, is significantly more challenging and we must now face it directly.
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Alternatives to Verifcationism



Even if, as I have argued, Carnap has a perfectly coherent and non-trivial notion of meaninglessness, the skeptic is still free to challenge the coherence of the internal/external distinction itself. There are many possible avenues of criticism, but let us choose the most common one. Critics have often pointed out that Carnap’s distinction between internal and external questions leans on the Vienna Circle’s principle of verifiability. This principle tells us that meaningful statements are ones that are analytic or can, in principle, be empirically confirmed. Stroud, for example, writes that “It is meant to be a consequence of the verifiability principle, then, that it is impossible for any form of skepticism to be true.” (SPS 173) He also writes that “The only reason Carnap gives for saying that the ‘external’ question about the whole system of things is framed ‘in a wrong way’ is simply that it is an empirically unanswerable.” (185) If we read ‘empirically unanswerable’ as verifiable, then Stroud is suggesting that the internal/external distinction is little more than a restatement of the verification principle. I think this conflicts with a straightforward reading of the text. Setting Stroud’s exegesis aside, however, I think it is fairly clear that in some formulations, the internal/external distinction is articulated using the principle of verifiability. Since the principle has fallen on hard times, it behooves us to consider alternatives. Although somewhat underdeveloped, I believe that Carnap has at least three possible alternatives for making out the internal/external distinction. Let us call arguments that allow Carnap to coherently make the internal/external distinction the ‘supporting arguments.’ Such arguments would need to provide reasons for our demarcating internal from external questions and regarding the latter as meaningless. Although the belief that the entire distinction rests on the verification principle is ubiquitous, after a quite superficial reading of some of Carnap’s works I have found three alternative sets of supporting arguments. They are (a) fundamental commitments to empiricism, (b) the adjudication criterion, and (c) the principle of tolerance. Much of the secondary literature on this and surrounding topics focuses on the principle of tolerance. Perhaps this is because there is the most tex9



tual support for it, including an explicit characterization of the position. The other supporting arguments, however, are also quite interesting and are worth our attention. In this paper, I can only give preliminary sketches of these arguments.



4.1



Commitment to Empiricism



The first supporting argument is more like a supporting stance. It is Carnap’s fundamental commitment to empiricism (CTE). Although the CTE is related to the principle of verifiability, it is distinct in that is possible to be an empiricist without being a verificationist. An interesting example of where CTE is invoked is in the “Classification of Possible Opposing Viewpoints” section of Pseudoproblems in Philosophy. Carnap considers the following objection (I.2.b.) to his position: It is claimed that factual content is not a criterion for scientifically meaningful statements. Hence, a certain nontautological statement (which we shall call p) is taken to be meaningful even though it does not have factual content p does designate a fact the fact, though recognizable, is not empirically recognizable. With characteristic directness he replies, “All knowledge rests on experience (‘experience’ is taken in the widest sense, as the theoretical content of experience of any kind).” (PPP 341) This is taken to settle the matter. Other than a certain amusing dogmatism, what does this commitment get us? One thing is that it allows us to demarcate the domain of the meaningful. Other than propositions that are merely formally true, the meaningful is identified with that which has empirical content. This seems perilously close to the verification principle until we consider Carnap’s motivation for such a view. His response to the objection was that all knowledge rests on experience. Prior to knowledge, one must have cognition. I hypothesize (and need to look harder for textual support for this claim) that Carnap believes only out of experience can cognition itself arise. Statements without empirical content cannot be the objects of cognition, hence they cannot be meaningful at all. This reading coordinates well with how we have already interpreted what the charge of meaninglessness amounts too. Further textual investigation is required, however, to shore up this approach.
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4.2



Adjudication Criterion



Another promising supporting argument is the adjudication criterion (AC). In at least two important passages, Carnap suggests that mutual agreement on a set of adjudicating criteria is a prerequisite for meaningful inquiry. In a charming example, Carnap imagines two geographers—a realist and an idealist—who travel to Africa to investigate claims about an unusual mountain. When they find the mountain and take measurements, they agree on all the physical characteristics. However, after recording information about position, shape, height, etc., they disagree about how to interpret the empirical results. Then the realist says: “this mountain, which the two of us have found, not only has the ascertained geographical properties, but is, in addition, also real” The idealist on the other hand says: “on the contrary, the mountain itself is not real, only our perceptions and conscious processes are real.” (PPP 333) After saying a bit more about the non-empirical nature of the dispute, Carnap makes the key argument: These two theses which are here in opposition to one another go beyond experience and have no factual content. Neither of the disputants suggests that his thesis should be tested through some joint decisive experiment, nor does any one of them give an indication of the design of an experiment through which his thesis could be supported. (PPP 334, my emphasis) This passage suggests that the disagreement is not a meaningful one because the realist and idealist can give no criteria by which their dispute can be settled. If we use this idea to develop the internal/external distinction, being an internal question turns on the possibility of rational settlement. Specifically, the parties in a rational dispute ought to agree upon criteria by which their dispute could be settled. Interestingly, there is an element of the AC in ESO itself. Towards the end of the essay in his final discussion of the existence of numbers, Carnap says: “I feel compelled to regard the external question as a pseudo-question, until both parties to the controversy offer a common interpretation of the question as a cognitive question; this would involve an indication of possible evidence regarded as relevant by both sides.” (ESO 219, my emphasis) Again we see that the possibility of a “crucial experiment” is a condition on the 11



possibility of a dispute being cognitively significant. External questions, for which such experiments are impossible, are not cognitively significant. Hence these questions are meaningless.



4.3



Principle of Tolerance



We finally come to the principle of tolerance (POT). Of the three sets of supporting arguments, the POT is the only one formulated as an explicit doctrine in Carnap’s writings. In the recent flurry of Carnap scholarship, considerable attention has been paid to this principle. I actually find it the most complex of the three and see the view as having developed considerably throughout Carnap’s writings. While the explicit formulation of POT is found in the Logical Syntax, its antecedents can be found much earlier. In his autobiography, Carnap writes: when I was working on the Logischer Aufbau [I became aware] that in talks with my various friends I had used different philosophical languages, adapting myself to their ways of thinking and speaking I was surprised to find that this variety in my ways of speaking appeared to some to be objectionable and even inconsistent. I had acquired insights valuable for my own thinking from philosophers and scientists of a great variety of philosophical creed Only gradually, in the course of the years, did I recognize clearly that my way of thinking was neutral with respect to the traditional controversies (Autobiography 17, my emphasis) Despite being written 40 years after his doctoral degree was published, this remarkable passage seems to be an accurate description of Carnap’s intellectual development. We know this because his dissertation adopted the approach he discusses. In it, he distinguished three different meanings of the term ‘space’—formal, physical, and intuitive. “Carnap argues that the different parties involved in the various mathematical, philosophical, and physical disputes were, in fact, referring to different types of space, and, in this way, there is really no contradiction after all ” (Friedman 206) While the autobiographical passage clearly establishes Carnap’s underlying philosophical motivation, it is not clear how precisely we are to understand the neutrality of which he speaks. There are at least two important kinds of conceptual neutrality he might have in mind. The first possibility is 12



the recognition that disputants who adopt different metaphysical positions may each posses some portion of the truth. In this case, the philosopher should remain neutral about the dispute and show the appropriate conceptual domain for each disputant’s claims. The second possibility is to build a minimal theoretical language that is literally neutral across these disputes. In either case, one avoids having to take sides between disputants. Following Friedman, we can find evidence of both approaches in Carnap’s discussion. In earlier writings, specifically his dissertation, it is fairly clear that Carnap follows the first approach. In the passages I quoted above, he tries to show what we might learn from each of the positions under dispute. For example, in the case of geometry, Carnap analyzes the situation in the following way: mathematicians who maintain that geometry is purely logical or analytic are correct about formal space, philosophers who maintain that geometry is a synthetic a priori deliverance of pure intuition are correct about intuitive space, and physicists who maintain that geometry is an empirical science are correct about physical space. (Friedman 206) The dispute, then, comes from our mistaking what is an equivocal use of language. Or more diagnostically, it comes from treating positions as rivals when in fact they deal with phenomena of different domains. Neutrality thus interpreted suggests that where metaphysical disputes rage, one should look for this characteristic equivocation of terms. The second kind of neutrality is more characteristically Carnapian and is a prominent feature of his later work. It involves the construction of a language that is neutral across metaphysical disputes. More generally, it involves extracting what is common across a metaphysical dispute and treating this as a distinct subject for philosophical/scientific study. The canonical formulation of this view is found in the Aufbau. In a section entitled “The Divergence Among the Three Schools Occurs Only in the Field of Metpaphysics,” Carnap makes the following remarks: For, the three schools do, after all, agree with one another and with construction theory in the following points: ultimately, all knowledge goes back to my experiences, which are related to one another, connected, and synthesized But this is the theory of
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knowledge in its entirety Construction theory represents the neutral foundation which they have in common. (178, Carnap’s emphasis) Either one of these interpretations of neutrality could lead us to Carnap’s final formulation of the POT. The canonical formulation is found in the Logical Syntax where he writes: Principle of Tolerance: It is not our business to set up prohibitions, but to arrive at conventions In logic there are no morals. Everyone is at liberty to build up his own logic, i.e. his own language, as he wishes. All that is required of him is that, if he wishes to discuss it, he must state his methods clearly, and give syntactical rules instead of philosophical arguments. (Syntax 17) Here Carnap suggests that traditional metaphysical disputes are really choices among languages. Since we are free, by the principle of tolerance, to choose a language as we deem appropriate, metaphysical posturing becomes a pragmatic issue. We choose the metaphysical language most useful for our purposes. Any further claim at which metaphysical position is really the right one is simply superfluous. An example might be helpful in understanding how the POT is supposed to work and how the disputants are supposed to carry out the duties that are “required” of them according to the principle. Suppose a positivist and a realist are disagreeing over the nature of material objects. The positivist says that “A thing is a complex of sense-data.” The realist says that “A thing is a complex of atoms Then an endless dispute will arise over the pseudo-question of what a thing actually is. If we transfer to the formal mode of speech, it is in this case possible to reconcile the two theses ” After translation, the dispute looks as follows: Positivist: Each sentence in which a thing-designation occurs is equipollent to a class of sentences in which no thing-designations but sense-data designations occur. Realist: Every sentence in which a thing-designation occurs is equipollent to a sentence in which space-time co-ordinates and certain descriptive functors (of physics) occur. (Syntax 78) 14



Now that we have the sentences translated into the formal mode of speech, we can apply the principle of tolerance. Carnap claims that “the various possibilities of translating a thing-sentence into an equipollent sentence are obviously not incompatible with one another. The controversy between positivism and realism is an idle dispute about pseudo-theses which owes its origin entirely to the use of the material mode of speech.” (78) Put more plainly, once we unpack what is meaningfully being claimed by the two sentences, we will realize that they do not conflict. It is true that they make different assumptions about the proper language for science (or everyday life). We cannot simultaneously use both languages; however, we can move back and forth between these languages as necessary given our other theoretical and practical ends. There is nothing intrinsically good about either kind of language. They have different structures, each of which is the proper study of philosophical inquiry. Having worked through an example of the POT, it is fairly straightforward to see how the internal/external distinction arises from it. When we adopt the POT, we come to understand that so long as we are explicit, there are many different languages that can be used appropriately in theoretical contexts. For example, we can build a language (what Carnap calls a logic) for discussing the foundations of mathematics that is either nominalist or realist about numbers, a language for science that is positivist or realist about electrons, and a language for everyday life that is thing-laden or idealist. Since the difference between these is one of syntax, or the rules that govern the language, we should attach no cognitive value to the choice. There is no fact of the matter. There are only pragmatic factors to consider when making the choice. Asking us to defend the choice on “absolute objective grounds” is meaningless. Meaningful questions can only be asked from within languages. Hence we have, once again, arrived at the internal/external distinction.
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Responses to Stroud



Having worked through three alternative arguments for the internal/external distinction, it is clear that Carnap has far more resources for handling the skeptic than the principle of verifiability. Ultimately, of course, the kind of burden shifting argument I discussed in 1 can be employed whatever resources Carnap employs. That is, if one has an a priori commitment to skepticism about the external world, then one can always use this fact in a reductio 15



against a valid argument for non-skeptical conclusions. Let us set this concern aside. The moral of Stroud’s discussion is that if Carnap’s argument against the skeptic needs to rely on the highly contentious principle of verifiability, then we should wonder what we are more certain about—the principle of verification or the truth of skepticism. Thus to vindicate Carnap from this critique, we need to show that he can argue against the skeptic without invoking the principle of verifiability. I have reconstructed Carnap’s argument against the skeptic quite differently than Stroud. Carnap’s argument arises from the internal/external distinction, I have claimed, not from the principle of verification. Thus Stroud cannot claim that Carnap requires the principle of verification in order to set up the distinction. He can, however, object to the alternative formulations claiming that the POT, CTE, and AC are actually covert forms of the verification principle. If this were the case, then my reconstruction collapses into his. This objection is important and requires our attention. It is unclear to me how the POT might collapse into verificationism as this principle does not even seem to depend on empiricism. It is a more plausible criterion, however, for CTE and AC so let us now consider the objection as it pertains to these principles. The commitment to empiricism (CTE) is the principle that all knowledge comes from experience. This is a much weaker claim than verificationism. A simple, but relatively unsatisfying, way to defend this is to point to the many philosophers who have been/are empiricists, but who do not consider themselves verificationists. A more satisfying defense can be made if we consider what it takes for a statement to be considered meaningless under these doctrines. For the verificationist, we move immediately from something’s not being confirmable to its being declared meaningless. In other words, any proposition for which no confirming evidence exists is automatically declared void of meaning. The CTE, however, is much less restricting. Although the empiricist claims that “all knowledge rests on experience,” a proposition only becomes meaningless (in Carnap’s sense) if it has no empirical content. In some cases, CTE and verificationism may give the same verdict. This is true, for example, when we entertain skeptical hypotheses. However, they arrive at the verdict by quite different routes. Hence they are distinct positions. Now let us consider the adjudication criterion. This criterion says that for a dispute to be meaningful, both disputants must agree upon what constitutes adjudicating evidence. A critic might suggest that since the only kind 16



of evidence that Carnap is going to allow is empirical evidence, then this position is simply the principle of verification all over again. This is a mistaken criticism, I think, because nowhere in the text does Carnap make this claim. In fact, the adjudication criterion only works if we are allowed certain kinds of thought experiments. The criterion does not say that we have to settle the dispute for it to be meaningful. Rather, it says that the parties have to agree (ahead of time) upon the kinds of evidence that would settle the debate if they ever found it. This involves appeals to counterfactuals, which involves a kind of thought experiment. Consider an example that illustrates the difference between AC and verificationism. No one has any direct evidence about the existence of extraterrestrial life. In fact, let us posit a future where we never achieve long-distance space travel and no aliens come to visit us. We could never have empirical evidence for extraterrestrial life in this future. Yet if two people were disputing over the existence of extraterrestrial life, we would not call the debate meaningless. This is because both parties would agree upon the kinds of evidence that would settle the dispute. Specifically the parties would agree that a visit from aliens, a radio signal from them, deep space exploration, etc. could settle the matter. Since the parties can agree upon adjudicating evidence, the debate is declared meaningful by the AC. A verificationist, on the other hand, would call this dispute meaningless. In this posited future it is not possible (even in principle) to have evidence that settles the dispute. It therefore falls short of the verificationist test of meaningfulness. The verificationist declares it a meaningless dispute in contrast to the philosopher merely committed to the AC. Thus the two principles come apart in this case. It is possible that my reading is too generous and that thought experiments would make Carnap queasy. Even if this were the case, however, the AC would not collapse into verificationism. The AC instead would collapse into the CTE. While this is a broadly empiricist doctrine, I have already argued that it does not in itself commit one to verificationism. So it seems impossible for Stroud to argue that the AC collapses into verificationism.
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The Limits of Knowledge and of Epistemology



As we have now seen, Carnap has the resources to answer Stroud’s criticisms. Although meeting Stroud’s objections is a far cry from answering the skeptic once and for all, this is no small feat. I think, however, Carnap does mount a successful response to the skeptic. That is he gives a very plausible answer to the skeptic’s challenges. He shows the skeptic how something has gone very wrong when we begin to take skeptical hypotheses seriously. This response, however, may leave us epistemologically unsatisfied. Perhaps part of the skeptic’s project was an inquiry about something more plausible and more important than showing us that we might be brains in vats. In this final section, I shall turn to these issues. I shall assess Carnap’s reply to the skeptic, considering how much it concedes and how much it illuminates about the skeptical challenge. Specifically, I am going to argue that while Carnap does succeed in deflating the skeptic’s claims, he ends up conceding quite a bit of ground. Some may claim that these concessions amount to embracing skepticism. This, however, depends on the standards to which we hold the epistemologist in the first place. I shall conclude the paper with a discussion of these standards and what Carnap teaches us about them. Skepticism arises, as Descartes showed us, when we try to systematically reconstruct our beliefs about the world in the service of showing that they are certain. Only after we have completed this epistemic project can we bestow upon our beliefs the honorific “knowledge.” In the course of the reconstructive project, we are interested in the relationship between our minds and the world. We know there is some kind of causal link between mind and world, but is the link tight? Do any artifacts creep in? Are our minds capable of understanding the reality of things, or only their appearances? These are the root epistemological questions that motivate the skeptic. While it is clear that Carnap has a straightforward response to skeptical hypotheses, he has not given us any positive reason to believe that the link between mind and world is tight or perfect. In fact, his own arguments tell us why inquiring after the nature of this link is beyond the scope of our cognitive capacities. This seems to be a concession of some kind to the skeptic. For not only has he failed to establish a tight link between mind and world, he has denied that the link could ever be established. 18



Although in these respects it is clear that Carnap has conceded something to the skeptic, it is unclear what the price of this concession actually is. He has given us, after all, a robust response to skeptical hypotheses. What he has failed to do is to fill in the details of the positive project that led us to skepticism in the first place. In assessing the cost of the concession, we should take into account that his arguments have the resources to tell us why skeptical doubts arise, why some forms of these doubts cannot be answered, why this should not concern us, and how we can transform epistemology into a positive research program. Skeptical questions arise, on Carnap’s view, because we try to give precise, philosophical answers to questions that are not proper subjects of cognition. Since skepticism about the external world requires us to ask external questions, he argues, we get ourselves caught up in an inquiry that lacks cognitive significance. The AC lets us put this point in a pragmatic way—we are involved in an endless dispute about a thesis for which we cannot agree on what evidence would confirm or refute it. More philosophically, epistemology tends to lead us into endless disputes about states-of-affairs which cannot be made the proper objects of reason. Puzzles arise whenever reflection upon these topics becomes serious. Cognition has limits. Pressing beyond those limits is the surest path to puzzling conclusions. It should come as no surprise, then, that when asked to systematically demonstrate the certainty of our knowledge, we will fail. That is, when asked to demonstrate with complete certainty that our epistemic access to the world is perfect, ideal, complete, or whatever, we will lack the resources to do it. The entire subject of assessing our epistemic access to the world from the God’s eye perspective is hopeless. We are not gods; we lack that celestial perspective. We might be able to imagine different states-of-affairs where we had different kinds of epistemic access to the world; however, this is only imagination and myth. Statements about the ultimate relationship between mind and world are non-cognitive, concludes Carnap. While they may be the subject of poetry, they are not the proper subjects of cognition and scientifically minded philosophers should avoid them. If the skeptic continues to insist that we reconstruct our knowledge synchronically, we will have no answer for her. We can, however, demonstrate that her skeptical conclusions are equally noncognitive. The proper response to inquiry about our epistemic relationship to the world is neither optimism nor pessimism it is agnosticism. Although Carnap is not in a position to establish a refutation of all skep19



tical doubts, he has the resources for developing a positive philosophical program. This program is embodied in the principle tolerance. We need to put aside certain kinds of philosophical projects, he argues, and replace them by the new activity of “language planning.” Language planning involves two activities. We begin with the recognition that the languages of different metaphysical or epistemological “positions” are syntactically different. Upon recognizing this fact, we will understand that the differences between these positions are simply different modes of speech. Once it is acknowledged that there are different philosophical languages with different syntactic structures, serious and interesting study of the foundations of these languages can begin. While there is no fact of the matter regarding a dispute between, say, idealist and realists, working out the details of their languages will be interesting and illuminating. Armed with this information, we can develop new languages that are more properly suited for particular kinds of scientific and philosophical projects. Finally, as we come to understand the nature of various formal languages, we will gain a deeper theoretical appreciation of our own natural language. Since philosophical disputes often arise when statements are cast in natural language, understanding its deep syntactic structure will help to settle philosophical disputes. Let us now try to assess whether Carnap ultimately succumbs to skepticism. We need to assess the impact of Carnap’s concession that the synchronic reconstruction of our knowledge is impossible. Several assessments seem initially plausible. We might respond that we should have known better. Carnap’s arguments, on this view, show us something that we should have been aware of all along. The Cartesian project was a hopeless one, for we are all in Neurath’s boat. Alternatively, one might argue that what Carnap showed us was something new and unexpected, we could not have known any better. Reconstructing the foundations of our knowledge is a project that has been with us since ancient Greece. It is something of a revelation to learn that inquiring about certainty, in the way of Descartes and Plato, is hopeless. Thus Carnap really has had a skeptical influence on us. Far from deflating skepticism, his arguments are powerfully skeptical. While both of these possibilities have merits, I suggest we assess Carnap from a less extreme perspective. Skeptical conclusions surely exist on a continuum. The most extreme kinds of skepticism, like subjective idealism, are at one end of the epistemic continuum. Highly robust non-skeptical positions are at the other. The continuum is some kind of measure of the relationship 20



between mind and world. In other words, it describes how tight the connection is between our cognitive faculties and the mind-independent world. Subjective idealism posits an extremely loose or non-existent connection. Robust forms of realism posit a tight connection where our representations of the features of the world correspond to the real natures of things. All other epistemic positions posit less than perfect connections between mind and world, lying somewhere in the middle of the continuum. If we frame skeptical arguments in the way I am suggesting, than a skeptical conclusion has to be made relative to some prior position. If we start out as naively realist about our epistemic access to nature, then any move toward the subjective idealist side of the continuum will seem to be a concession to the skeptic. On the other hand, if we are already convinced (perhaps through Philosophy robbing us of our pre-theoretic intuitions) that epistemic access to nature is less or far less than perfect, the same small move toward the idealist side of the continuum will seem innocuous. Where does Carnap’s position fall on the scale? His position cannot be put on the continuum as neatly as other Philosophers, because it is an essential part of his argument that we cannot ascertain our precise epistemic position in any kind of cognitively significant way. In fact, I think we should not even try to imagine that his position falls out as a point on the continuum. Rather, his position looks more like a “restoring force” pushing epistemic positions from either end of the continuum toward the middle. If a philospher’s prior epistemic view was of the skeptical variety, than Carnap provides reasons for doubting the cognitive significance of her arguments. This pushes her away from the skeptical end of the continuum and towards the middle. Another philosopher who is naively non-skeptical should also get a shove toward the middle, this however being in the skeptical direction relative to her starting point. Thus skeptics will see Carnap as giving non-skeptical arguments and non-skeptics will see Carnap as giving skeptical arguments. How about the rest of us who are already somewhere in the middle? For us, having become epistemologically sophisticated (or corrupted?) over the years, Carnap should leave us with an all-together different message. His arguments ought to remind us that when we want to assess our epistemic position in the world, we must remember that we are in the world. We have no special vantage point where we can view the link between our minds and the world, for we are inescapably part of the phenomenon we are trying to understand. For those of us who are neither committed skeptics nor commit21



ted anti-skeptics, this neither raises nor defeats skeptical worries. Carnap’s arguments are supposed to be therapeutic diagnoses that help us transform philosophy by forcing aside our intellectual egos and making us recognize the limits of epistemic inquiry.
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